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For Light and Faith!
 
In honor and homage to Lady Berreth of the Temple 
Sirinth, who fell twelve summers past in the 
month of September fighting the dark forces of 
necromancy that had fallen upon the former 
Barony of Autruche, Baroness Kali has opened the 
door for the creation of a new Temple as a beacon of 
hope and Light for those taking comfort upon her 
lands.  All those wishing to join the Berrethian 
Order shall report at once to the former Temple 
grounds of Ilvaresh, and take their oaths upon the 
coming moon.
 
 
Defense of the New Temple
 
Paying the rate and wage of one silver piece for 
each moon of service, the Berrethian Order has need 
for guards, servitors and healers of all kinds willing 
to ply their trade for the favor of one of the greatest 
healers our lands have yet known.  A call goes out 
to all the good guilds of the land for services 
mundane and magnificent, to afford the Temple 
all that it may require to dispense its good will 
upon the lands.  Additional fees may be levied at 

the guilds’ fair rates, for specialized tasks or service 
in battle.
 
 
Cure the Famine!
 
Any and all clerics and initiates capable of 
casting the plant growth spells, be made aware 
that the famine currently blighting our lands can 
be healed with the use of the various plant growth 
spells!  As was tested and found true in Tarridear 
during the previous moon, you can have your crops 
by harvest moon.  Trust in your abilities.  Trust in 
yourselves.  Go into your fields with your arsenal of 
spells, and heal your lands, and health will return 
to the land once more.
 
 
Ritual Warders
 
Any with knowledge into the secret rituals of the 
Light, particularly the powers of consecration to 
preserve the Light upon the soil, please make your 
presence known in Ilvaresh.  You may be fairly 
rewarded for your services.


